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THE MAN


  See Chaps 6-7.

  Clausewitz, Sun Tzu & Jomini.


His last letter, written within a week of his death, which recently came to light, receives intense analysis.


Analysis, also noting distinction between Clausewitz as pure theorist & practical soldier.


Points out that the contempt was actually aimed at raw info, not digested & evaluated intelligence.


**THE TEXT**


_____. *La Guerra (Vom Kriege).* Firenze, Italy: Monnier, 1942. 190 p. U102.C6635.


Clausewitz


Wife’s publication of his work after his death.

HIS OTHER WRITINGS


HIS MEANING-19TH Century Views


German General Staff historian used/misused Clausewitz’ concepts to create a warrior ethos.


**HIS MEANING-20TH Century Views-General**


Clausewitz


His easier-to-grasp retelling of Book II.


See Chap 2.


U102.M87.


Cautions about oversimplifying as people, army & govt.


HIS MEANING-20TH Century Views-Specific Applications/Aspects


Bassford, cited above.


Clausewitz


Theories of Clausewitz & Jomini reflected in current operational doctrine.


Examines current relevance.


See Chaps 2-3.


Namely: "follow through" & exploit success.

Analysis of the Berlin question 1945.

Using 1973 Arab-Israeli war as model.


